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Investment Priorities
Our investment objectives and philosophy are consistent with all of our
clients:
Safety is primary objective

Transparency
Compliance
Liquidity
Yield
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Investment Strategy – Operating Funds Portfolio
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Bernalillo County Operating Funds Portfolio – Dec 31, 2018

Source: Public Trust Advisors Monthly Investment Statement, Dec 31, 2018
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Bernalillo County Operating Funds Liquidity Portfolio
(ex. Highly Liquid Portfolio and Bank Products)

Source: Public Trust Advisors Monthly Investment Statement, Dec 31, 2018
Index: ICE BofAML 1 Year Treasury Index
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Bernalillo County Operating Funds Core Portfolio

Source: Public Trust Advisors Monthly Investment Statement, Dec 31, 2018
Index: ICE BofAML 1-3 Year Treasury/Agency Index
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Operating Funds Core Portfolio Strategy
Market conditions have shifted and the strategy for the Core portfolio needs
to be revisited
Yield curve inversion and interest rate cycles
Active management and swap trades
Current 1-3 benchmark has duration of 1.80 vs 1.37 for core
County does not want to realize losses that can’t be paid back
Recognize potential mis-match in performance due to limitation due to the
shape of the curve
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Bernalillo County Op Funds Core Portfolio - Performance

Source: Public Trust Advisors Monthly Investment Statement, Dec 31, 2018
Index: ICE BofAML 1-3 Year Treasury/Agency Index
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Flattening Yield Curve

Source: Bloomberg
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Yield Curve Inversion
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Source: US Department of the Treasury. http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/data-chart-center/interest-rates/
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Quarterly Strategy Update – Operating Funds Portfolio
The “Three Bucket” strategy is in place:
Bucket #1: “15% Rule”- Must Mature Within 30 Days
Includes the 15% Liquidity requirement as defined in the investment policy
Amount updated per FY19 budget, now $73 million
Add two benchmarks for this portfolio: Standard & Poor’s Gov’t LGIP and the One Month
Treasury
Bucket #2: Liquidity Ladder
Benchmark – 1 year T-bill
Includes smooth ladder of minimum $5mm monthly maturities through 12months for a
minimum total $60 million for the first 12 months
Bucket #3: Core Operating Funds
Benchmark – 1-3 year Treasury/Agency
Made up of funds not immediately needed for operations
Actively managed
Strategy approval for the operating funds portfolios will happen on a quarterly basis.
The Bernalillo County Treasurer manages Bucket #1. Public Trust manages Buckets #2 and #3 on a nondiscretionary basis.
Annual Investment Policy updates will be presented for review by this committee and approval by the
Board of Finance.
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Investment Strategy: Three Buckets

Bucket
30 Day*

Policy Parameter
($)
$73 million

Current
Position
($ 12/31/18)

Goal ($)

$99.5 mm

$73million

Liquidity

Balance of Funds

$367.9mm

Balance of
funds

Core

Undefined

$106.1mm

$120million

Strategy Comments
$10mm WF MMF
buffer
With adoption of new
policy, $60mm must
mature w/in 12
months

* Defined as 15% of budget per Investment Policy

Strategy approval for the operating funds portfolios will happen on a quarterly basis.
Public Trust manages the Laddered Liquidity and Core portfolios on a non-discretionary
basis.
Bernalillo County manages the Highly Liquid 30 Day portfolio.
Investment Policy updates presented for approval last quarter.
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Investment Strategy – Bond Proceeds Portfolio
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Bernalillo County Bond Proceeds Portfolio

Source: Public Trust Advisors Monthly Investment Statement, Dec 31, 2018
Index: ICE BofAML 1 Year Treasury Index
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Stable Strategy: Bond Proceeds Portfolio, Manage to Project Draws
This portfolio strategy remains the same quarter to quarter.
The GO bond proceeds portfolio maturities are laddered monthly to fund project draws.
Any funds not needed for capital project draws will be invested at the end of the ladder.
The working group is actively discusses cash flows for both GO Bond Proceeds and the
GRT funded projects.

Trade authorization will be required for each trade for both GO and GRT bond proceeds
investments.
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Registered Investment Advisor – Standard of Care
Per Public Trust Advisors’ current scope of work for Bernalillo County, we are required to
prepare a quarterly investment review and present it to the Investment Committee and
the Board of Finance. As a Registered Investment Advisor (RIA) under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1940, we act in a fiduciary capacity for the County.

A fiduciary relationship is generally viewed as the highest standard of customer
care available under law. Fiduciary duty includes both a duty of care and a duty
of loyalty. Collectively, and generally speaking, these duties require a fiduciary to
act in the best interest of the customer, and to provide full and fair disclosure of
material facts and conflicts of interest.
~ Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA)

SIFMA Fiduciary Standard Resource Center, https://www.sifma.org/issues/private-client/fiduciary-standard/overview/
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Disclosures
This presentation is for informational purposes only. All information is assumed to be correct but the accuracy has not been confirmed
and therefore is not guaranteed to be correct. Information is obtained from third party sources that may or may not be verified. The
information presented should not be used in making any investment decisions and is not a recommendation to buy, sell, implement or
change any securities or investment strategy, function or process. Any financial and/or investment decision should be made only after
considerable research, consideration and involvement with an experienced professional engaged for the specific purpose. All comments
and discussion presented are purely based on opinion and assumptions, not fact, and these assumptions may or may not be correct
based on foreseen and unforeseen events. All calculations and results presented are for discussion purposes only and should not be
used for making calculations and/or decisions. The data in this presentation is unaudited.
Performance comparisons will be affected by changes in interest rates. Many factors affect performance including changes in market
conditions and interest rates and in response to other economic, political or financial developments.. Investment involves risk, including
the possible loss of principal. No assurance can be given that the performance objectives of a given strategy will be achieved. Past
performance is not an indicator of future performance or results. Any financial and/or investment decision may incur losses.
The investment advisor providing these services is Public Trust Advisors, LLC, an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended. Registration with the SEC does not imply a
certain level of skill or training. Public Trust is required to maintain a written disclosure brochure of our background and business
experience. If you would like to receive a copy of our current disclosure brochure, privacy policy, or code of ethics please contact us.
Benchmarks are provided for illustrative purposes only. Comparisons to benchmarks have limitations because benchmarks have volatility
and other material characteristics that may differ from the portfolio. Performance results for benchmarks do not reflect payment of
investment management/incentive fees and other fund expenses. Because of these differences, benchmarks should not be relied upon
as an accurate measure of comparison.
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